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hackberries,
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PUBLIC-USE
Around

SITES

the lake, the National

designated

the following

Park Service has

sites

for

public-use

development:
Sanford-Yake.
courtesy

Two deep-water launching

docks;

parking

ramps;

areas; drinking

water;

restrooms; picnic areas with shelters, tables and
fireplaces; marina with store, dry land boat storage and other facilities.
Fritch

Fortress.

courtesy

Deep-water

dock; parking

launching

areas; picnic

shelters, tables, and fireplaces;

ramp;

area with

drinking

water;

and rest rooms.
Alibates.
ing

Shatlow-water

area,

launching

semi-improved

area, and chemical

toilets.

McBride

Semi-improved

Canyon.

ramp,

picnic

and

park-

camping

picnic

and

camping area and chemical toilets.
Plum

Creek.

parking

Shallow-water

launching

area, semi-improved

ing area, chemical

toilets,

truck

trail to upper reservoir

Blue

West. Deep-water

tesy dock, parking

picnic
and

ramp,

and camp-

hunter-access

area.

launching

ramp,

area, chemical

toilets;

courand

picnic area with shelters, tables, and fireplaces.
Blue East. No development
Bugbee
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Very

or public

difficult

picnic and camping

access.

access,

semi-

area, and chemi-

cal toilets.
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places.

Lodging

and
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taurants
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Motels,
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nearby

and
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of the lake. The quarries were first used by PaleDIndian hunters more than 12,000 years ago; later
by the Plains Archaic
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res-

roads.
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and
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of 4000
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1000. The prehistoric
tinued
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A.D.
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and by the Historic

B.C. to

until A.D.
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Plains

nomadic tribes

until 1874. The Alibates area is not accessible at
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present
Please help keep Lake Meredith
It is a municipal

water

clean and beau-

(1969), but an access road

developments

The destruction,
discard

it

in

and other

are planned for the future.

supply.

Refuse must not be discarded
land-
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ries at the National Monument,
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background.
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wastes
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This region has a rich archeological
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aboard.
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disturbance in any way of any natural or manmade
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